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1. Introduction
The aim of the "Seeing the Light of Day” project, funded through the Arts Council England’s
Museum Resilience Fund, was to develop sustainable solutions for the management, accessibility and
long-term preservation of archaeological archives.
The bulk of the archaeological archives deposited with museums are the result of fieldwork that has
taken place in advance of development. The 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
informs the context for this work and makes provision for conserving and enhancing the historic
environment. The positive contribution that the heritage can make to sustainable communities and
to their economic viability is core to this framework, however new housing and other essential
infrastructure still need to be accommodated and their development can lead to the destruction of
archaeological sites. In these instances, local planning authorities require developers to record and
advance understanding of the sites, and to make the evidence (the archive) publicly accessible.
Securing archaeological archives for future uses involves care, attention and facing up to some
challenges. Many museum stores around the country are full and lack the resources needed to
accept archaeological archives being generated as a result of development. Many contracting
archaeology units are holding large archaeology archive collections in temporary storage pending
deposition in a public archive.
"Seeing the Light of Day” is working with Development Management Archaeologists, archaeological
contractors, and museums in the South West of England1, The project focused on issues relating to
planning archaeology, and issues relating to museums and public engagement. This report considers
the issues relating to planning archaeology and is based on desk research, consultation with
Development Management Archaeologists, and archaeological contractors.
In addition to the consultation this report is informed by desk research, and a workshop attended by
Development Management Archaeologists, archaeological contractors, and museums, held on the
12th May 2017 in Bristol.

1

The South West consists of Bristol City (a unitary authority) and the Local Authorities contained within the counties of Cornwall,
Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire, Somerset, and Wiltshire
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2. Development Management Archaeologists
In Spring 2017 a consultation with the Development Management (DM) Archaeologists in the South
West was conducted. Twenty-nine DM Archaeologists were contacted and the project received
responses from nineteen; these responses were through telephone interview, email, and online
survey.

2.1. Briefs, Written Schemes of Investigation, and monitoring
Standard briefs sent to archaeological contractors are rare with the majority of briefs informally
agreed – either through discussion, phone calls, or site visits. Whilst it was acknowledged that a
form of standardisation in briefs, and guidance produced, would be of benefit it was stated that it
would need to be flexible enough to meet local needs; and that any standardisation should not be
prescriptive; if standardisation focused on archaeological archives it would be more acceptable to
the DM Archaeologists.
Deposition is addressed in the Written Schemes of Investigation and some DM Archaeologists will
specify the deposition of digital archives with ADS, though this is not standard procedure.
The table 1 outlines the, if any, existing advice and guidance provided by DM Archaeologists before
the submission of the WSI; and whether there is specific guidance or requirements for the
deposition of the physical and digital archive.
Table 1: Advice, guidance, or requirements from DM Archaeologists
Organisation
Bath & North
East Somerset
Council

Bristol City
Council

Cornwall Council

Pre-Written Schemes of
Investigation
advice/guidance/briefs
Two Supplementary Planning
Guidance documents online for
BathNES and the City of Bath.
The documents state that
design brief can be requested;
though no confirmation of the
process was received from the
BathNES Development
Archaeologists Archaeologist
Supplementary Planning
Document. Where briefs are
developed there are specific
references to the deposition of
the archive.

Briefs based on CIfA guidance;
standard templates used

Deposition of the
physical archive
Containing within
provision of general
Site Archive;
indicated deposition
in
appropriate/approve
d unnamed museum.

Deposition of
the digital
archive
Not specifically
mentioned

Bristol Museum in
line with the
Museum’s guidelines
relating to their
conditions for
acceptance of
archaeological
archives (2012)

Not specifically
mentioned

Specified Cornwall
based organisations

CD storage
mentioned; no
specific
requirements
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Dartmoor
National Park

Pre-Written Schemes of
Investigation
advice/guidance/briefs
No standard guidance; briefs
issued as required

Devon County
Council

Guidance online outlining
expectations of content of WSI

Diocese of Exeter

No standard briefs or guidance;
archaeological contractor led
No standard guidance or briefs
produced; rely on
conversations with, and prior
knowledge by, archaeological
contractors; will provide
general outlines if requested
No standard briefs routinely
produced. Guidance on scope
provided by email or in
consultation contractor
responses or discussion; input
to draft WSIs provided pre
submission. Has had own
standard condition for last 10
years that specifies completion
rather than implementation.
Occasionally issues briefs and
consults with archaeological
contractors before WSI is
signed off
Rarely issues briefs but refers
to the Gloucestershire
Standards
Rarely issues briefs but refers
to Gloucestershire Standards
Standard brief based on CIfA
guidance
North Somerset Archaeological
Handbook (in progress) used as
the guidance on, and basis of,
briefs. At present advice
provided to contractors for
draft WSI

Organisation

Dorset County
Council

Exeter City
Council

Exmoor National
Park
Gloucestershire
City Council
Gloucestershire
County Council
National Trust
North Somerset
County Council

Plymouth City
Council

As Exeter City Council i.e.
briefs not routinely produced
due to existing good
relationships with contractors;
but advice on WSIs provided

Deposition of the
physical archive
Details contained
within brief unknown
Requires an
acquisition number
from the receiving
museum, e.g. RAMM
before works
commence
Not specified in
briefs
No information
supplied or available

Deposition of
the digital
archive
Details contained
within brief
unknown / ADS
used
To be submitted
to ADS

Not specified in
briefs
No information
supplied or
available

Royal Albert
Memorial Museum.
Requires a reference
number from the
receiving museum
(RAMM) in the
WSI/before works
commence

ADS for the digital
archive; and
OASIS for building
recording or for
minor projects
with no artefacts
that RAMM wish
to take.

Archives should be
deposited at
appropriate museum

Appropriate
museum or
OASIS/ADS

Gloucestershire
Standards

Advise use of ADS

Gloucestershire
Standards
No information
supplied or available
Require contractors
to have secured an
accession number
from SHT or other
repository before
WSI approved

Advise use of ADS

Contractor expected
to obtain acquisition
number from
Plymouth Museum

OASIS/ADS

OASIS
OASIS/ADS
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Organisation
South
Gloucestershire
Council
South West
Heritage

Torbay Council

Wiltshire Council

Pre-Written Schemes of
Investigation
advice/guidance/briefs
No information supplied or
available
Somerset Archaeological
Handbook available online is
main guidance document.
Conversations with SWHT
Planning Archaeologists also
important.
Briefs based on CiFA; Standard
templates individually tailored,
including HB recording for
conservation
No recent standard guidance or
briefs produced; rely on
conversations with, and prior
knowledge by, archaeological
contractors

Deposition of the
physical archive
No information
supplied or available
Contractors should
have an accession
number from SWHT
before works starts.
Archaeological
Archive to SWHT
Ideally should be
deposited with
Torquay or Brixham
Museum.
Require the WSI to
specify which
museum the archive
will go to and
encourages but does
not insist on an
accession number
being gained before
fieldwork starts

Deposition of
the digital
archive
No information
supplied or
available
Guidance in the
Somerset
Archaeological
Handbook.
OASIS/ADS

Not specifically
mentioned

The monitoring of deposition is very challenging due to the lack of resources within departments,
and the timescales that the developer is working to compared to the completion of post-excavation
work/publication. It appears that larger developments are more likely to ensure that they meet
their legal obligations, than smaller developers or householders.
Due the level of work that DM Archaeologists face a number of respondents indicated that they had
to assume that the archaeological archive element of the WSI was being completed by the
archaeological contractor.
“…there is no rigorous procedure for following up archiving… the weak spot would be archiving of physical
material as there is currently no mechanism to check this.”
“Given current work load and resources this is very difficult - almost impossible”
“…leave the detail to be sorted between the individual contractors and the museum/ADS and do not get
involved in what happens when and in the technicalities; just do not have the time or indeed the inclination to
drill down to that amount of detail”
Whilst Circular 11/95 has been ‘cancelled by the publication of the planning practice guidance’2, it is
still used to provide a model set of conditions in many instances. The majority of the respondents
did not state that they were using alternatives or additional conditions to the Circular 11/95 worded
condition. One respondent stated that they had not heard of Circular 11/95, and so did not use it,
whilst two others stated that they used additional conditions based on Historic England’s ‘Historic
Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 2 - Managing Significance in Decision-Taking in the

2

Historic England, Conditions on a permission or consent - https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/termsconsent/conditions/
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Historic Environment’3, and Historic England’s ‘Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note
3 – The Setting of Heritage Assets (2015)4’.

2.2. Knowledge of archaeological archiving in the region
It was acknowledged that the deposition of archaeological archives is increasingly challenging, with
archaeological contractors holding archives which receiving museums may unable to accept.
Respondents recognised the risk to archaeological contractors’ financial sustainability by holding, and
funding, archive backlogs. One respondent highlighted the case of a “fairly large archaeological
organisation” that had closed and had not archived “a single collection to a museum” and expressed
concerns that this would not be an isolated case.
The DM Archaeologists that responded did not have in-depth knowledge of the level of archives
(cubic metres) held by archaeological contractors and there was concern that if archaeological
archives are being stored by contractors they may not be cared for and curated to the same
standards as a museum.
Most DM Archaeologists felt that storage space for archaeological archives, and the lack of
archaeological curatorial skills, in some museums, needs to be addressed by selection and retention
strategies developed by the museums.
The respondents highlighted that the cost of deposition of archaeological archives does not truly
reflect the costs of holding the archive; and that there should be a realistic assessment of archiving
costs by museums and that these are charged by the museums.

2.3. Use of OASIS/ADS in region
DM Archaeologists are requiring the submission of fieldwork information and reports through
OASIS. But the deposition of digital archives with the ADS is not a standard condition across the
region, although some DM Archaeologists do insist on this within the WSI.
With the increasing amount of digital archival material being created, DM Archaeologists stated that
in the future, deposition of digital archives with the ADS will be a requirement.

2.4. Relationships between Development Management Archaeologists, archaeological
contractors, and developers
The main relationship is between Development Management Archaeologists and the archaeological
contractors, and on the whole, there is an effective relationship between these two stakeholders.
Archaeological contractors are responsible for the primary relationship with developers.
Some respondents were not convinced that the requirements and needs of archaeological archives
were comprehensively communicated to developers by archaeological contractors.

3
4

https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa2-managing-significance-in-decision-taking/gpa2.pdf/
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritage-assets/gpa3.pdf/
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2.5. Remote stores
Whilst several Development Management Archaeologists have some knowledge of the remote
stores, or approaches used by other counties, museum services, or archaeological contractors (e.g.
Cambridgeshire, Colchester Museum, and MoLA), no one had direct experience of them.

2.6. Selection and Retention policies
If there were sufficient resources, the DM Archaeologists were open to some liaison between
museums, archaeological contractors, and DM Archaeologists to develop a degree of standardisation
for selection and retention policy resources and guidance.
The majority stated that selection and retention policies should be developed by the receiving
museums, with the archaeological contractors implementing it, and the DM Archaeologists
monitoring its implementation as part of the planning discharge process. Respondents felt they held
insufficient specialist knowledge to be actively involved in the formulation of selection and retention
policies.
“This should actually be a conversation between the museum and contractor as part of the post ex
assessment which would then be signed off by the DM archaeologist as part of the planning discharge
process.”
“Do not have the specialist knowledge or time to be involved in the agreement of retention and discard
strategies per site”
“Yes but specialist knowledge and advice may be needed and bought in to ensure professional judgement.”

2.7. Would DM Archaeologists hosting organisations be willing to take title of artefactual
material?
None of the Development Management archaeologists would agree to this, citing a lack of resources
and/or curatorial knowledge.

2.8. Future funding of archaeological archives
Funding should be included in developer costs but there are issues around how the long-term costs
associated with archaeological archives are formulated. The Community Infrastructure Levy and
S106 were mooted and could work for larger developments but there is pressure from other Local
Authority departments on this.
It was noted by one respondent that whilst a heritage/archaeological levy would be attractive
developers may view this as unreasonable and challenge it within the planning system.
Greater community participation with archaeological projects, and incorporated at the outset, is
likely to result in improved support, and potentially, funding from developers, local authorities,
and/or funding organisations.
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3. Archaeological Contractors
In Spring 2017 an online consultation was sent out to all major and medium sized archaeological
contractors (23 in total) active in the South West region. There were 12 respondents which were
followed up with telephone interviews. The following archaeological contractors contributed to the
consultation:
AC Archaeology Ltd
Avon Archaeology Ltd
Context One Archaeological Services Ltd
Cornwall Archaeological Unit
Cotswold Archaeology
Headland Archaeology (Hereford)

John Moore Heritage Services
Oakford Archaeology
Oxford Archaeology
South West Archaeology Ltd.
Urban Archaeology
Wessex Archaeology

3.1. Levels of archaeological archives and business risk
All archaeological contractors who have responded stated that they currently hold archaeological
archives at their offices or within their stores. Data from the respondents highlighted that there
were 1352m3 of archaeological archives being held by archaeological contractors in April 2017; the
median average was 34m3, though it should be noted that the range is from 0.5m3 through to 700m3.
Half of the archaeological contractors stated that the level of archaeological archives being held was
presenting a risk to their business viability. With a further four respondents answering ‘unsure’ to
this question; only two contractors were confident that this was not a risk.

Yes - in the short term (2 years)

Yes – in medium term (3 – 5 years)

Yes – in the long term (5 years >)

No

Unsure

The archaeological contractors were having to pay for storing these archives from current projects,
which is unsustainable and is contributing to the business risk and is not a long term viable solution.

3.2. Digital archives, ADS, and OASIS
All the contractors that responded were holding digital archives. Digital archives themselves
presented challenges, as often museums do not fully understand what digital archiving involves and
rely on out of date approaches, for instance the storage of digital archives in CD or DVD formats.

9

The respondents stated that developers did not understand the increasing level of born digital data
within archaeology and were questioning the costs of deposition with ADS.
All but one contractor was depositing grey literature with OASIS. This is predominately led by a
company policy, or addressed as part of the Written Schemes of Investigation approved by the
relevant Development Management Archaeologist.

3.3. Relationships with museums
The contractors understood the pressures on the museums in relation to the long-term storage of
archaeological archives; and are keen to try and address this. Contractors are concerned that they
are holding archives and the impact this could have on business viability was a concern.
Overall the relationships were considered to be good, though contractors were frustrated with
museums who have ceased to accept archaeological archives, or had increased box costs without
consideration of the prices contractors had already agreed with clients.
There were concerns by contractors that increasingly museums did not have enough dedicated or
experienced staff to effectively deal with the deposition of archaeological archives. It was felt that
this was also negatively impacting on the relationship between contractors and receiving museums.
Several contractors stated that communication with museum was sporadic, with emails and phone
calls not followed up for weeks at a time.
The majority of the contractors that responded indicated they do, or have, previously liaised with
museums regarding selection and retention policies. Although there is variation in the level of cooperation between the museums and contractors in this regard, it is fair to say that the contractors
are willing to work with museums to ensure that selection and retention policies are developed to
benefit of all stakeholders, without compromising the archaeological archive.

3.4. Barriers to deposition
Museums’ lack of storage, or inability to accept archaeological archives due to lack of resources –
including lack of experienced or knowledgeable staff – were stated as barriers to deposition.
Transfer of Title can sometimes be delayed – through landowners being uncontactable, going
bankrupt, or losing interest at the post-excavation stage - which results in holding up the Transfer of
Title to the museum and subsequent deposition of the archaeological archive. Additionally,
contractors experienced delays in payments which held up deposition of the archaeological archive.

3.5. Public engagement activities
Four fifths of the contractors were using archaeological archives in some form of public engagement
activities; ranging from lectures and workshops, through to educational and community focused
activities or open days. There was a desire to work more closely with museums and Development
Management Archaeologists for further public engagement, but there were concerns that all those
involved, contractors, museums, and Development Management Archaeologists, are time pressured
and may not be resources to effectively do this.

10

3.6. Solutions and other comments
Whilst no overwhelming consensus can be established with the current sample size, there was an
understanding that the current situation is unsustainable. The use of remote stores, such as Deep
Store, was mooted as an option by some – though it was felt that this would need funding to be a
viable long-term solution. Several contractors stated that it is the responsibility of the developer to
fund the archaeological archives, and as such realistic funding formulas should be developed by the
receiving museums so that the full costs are passed on to the developer. The idea of using the
Community Infrastructure Levy, or Section 106 funding, was considered an option by some
contractors, but they felt it may be more successful on a regional/county store level.
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4. Community Infrastructure Levy
During the consultation with DM Archaeologists and archaeological contractors, and at the
workshop in May, the idea of seeking funding for archaeological archives through other means than
purely developer funding was mooted. It has been suggested that there may be possibilities for
funding for archaeological archives to come from the Community Infrastructure Levy or Section 106
obligations.

4.1. Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
The CIL was introduced in the 2008 Planning Act, and came into force in April 2010. It allows, but
does not require, Local Authorities to charge on most types of new development. CIL allows for
charging schedules to be drawn up and agreed in parallel with the Local Plan (formerly the Local
Development Framework). The charging schedules cover the infrastructure requirements to deliver
the policies in the Local Plan and are not specifically focused on the site/area of development. CIL
rates are expressed as pounds per square metre5, applied to the gross internal floor space of
developments over 100m2. Rates between the Charging Authorities can vary but should be set a
level that does not threaten the ability to develop sites.
In England, the CIL Charging Authorities are district and metropolitan district councils, London
borough councils, unitary authorities, national park authorities, The Broads Authority, Mayoral
Development Corporations and the Mayor of London; Non-metropolitan County Councils do not
charge CIL; though County councils may collect the levy charged by district councils on
developments for which the county gives consent.
Charging Authorities must consult and should collaborate with County Councils in setting the levy,
and should work closely with them in setting priorities for how the levy will be spent in 2-tier areas.
CIL is calculated on the size of the development (in square metres) and a standard charge formulae
is devised by each Charging Authority which must be based on appropriate and available evidence.
Monies raised are required to support infrastructure, facilities, and services that relate to the Local
Plan
The Charging Schedules and the infrastructure priorities that will supported through CIL are put out
to consultation before being finalised. The Regulation 123 List that is published by each Charging
Authority sets out the broad types of infrastructure the authority intends to fund using CIL.
At present, not every Local Authority within the South West region that is entitled to charge CIL
does so. For those that do, the infrastructure priorities that they collect for are highlighted in their
Regulation 123 Lists. In the South West, these are predominately focused on education, emergency
services, environmental, flood defences, open space, transport, and waste.
The table on the next page lists each Charging Authority and indicates whether heritage, museums,
archaeology, arts and culture, or libraries are designated infrastructure priorities.

5

For exceptions and more detailed information please visit https://www.gov.uk/guidance/community-infrastructure-levy#chargingschedule-overarch-section
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Ceremonial
County

Authority (CIL
stage if not
adopted)

Council Type

Bristol

Bristol City
Council

Unitary
Authority

Cornwall

Cornwall

Devon

East Devon

Devon

Exeter

Devon

Mid Devon

Devon

Devon

South Hams

Devon

Teignbridge

Unitary
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority

Torridge

Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority

Devon

West Devon

Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority

Devon

Plymouth

Unitary
Authority

Devon

Torbay

Dorset

Christchurch
and East Dorset
(CIL combined)

Dorset

Purbeck

Dorset

West Dorset,
Weymouth, &
Portland (CIL
combined)

Devon

6

North Devon

Heritage /
Museum /
Archaeology

Unitary
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority

Arts &
Culture

Libraries

✔

Collecting
museums within
Authority area6
Bristol Museums,
Galleries, &
Archives
Royal Cornwall
Museum

✔

✔

✔

Royal Albert
Memorial Museum

✔

Not adopted CIL - reviewing position
after Autumn 2017 budget

Barnstable &
North Devon
Museum

Not adopted CIL - no immediate plans to
use in the future

✔ - heritage
enhancement
/preservation
projects &
provision
/enhancement
of museum,
gallery, public
art
Not adopted CIL - no immediate plans to
use in the future

✔

Plymouth City
Museum & Art
Gallery
Torquay Museum

✔strategic
require
ments

✔

Priest's House
Museum,
Wimborne

✔

✔

Dorset County
Museum

Based on Historic England’s Museums Collecting Archaeology (England) Report Year 1: November 2016
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Ceremonial
County

Authority (CIL
stage if not
adopted)

Dorset

Bournemouth

Dorset

Poole

Gloucestershire

Gloucestershire

Gloucestershire

(JCS)
Gloucester City
(draft
/indicative)
(JSC)
Cheltenham
(draft
/indicative)
(JSC)
Tewskesbury
(draft
/indicative)

Gloucestershire

Cotswold (in
draft)

Gloucestershire

Forest of Dean

Gloucestershire

South
Gloucestershire

Gloucestershire

Stroud

Somerset

Bath & NE
Somerset

Somerset

Mendip

Somerset

North
Somerset

Somerset

Sedgemoor

Somerset

South Somerset

Somerset

Taunton Dean

Somerset

West Somerset

Council Type
Unitary
Authority
Unitary
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority
Nonmetropolitan
District
Authority

Heritage /
Museum /
Archaeology

Arts &
Culture

Libraries

Collecting
museums within
Authority area6

Poole Museum
✔ - Historic
Environment

✔

Gloucester City
Museum

✔ - Historic
Environment

✔

The Wilson,
Cheltenham

✔ - Historic
Environment

✔

Tewkesbury
Museum

Corinium Museum

Not adopted CIL - in development
/viability stage
✔ - unspecified
details

Dean Heritage
Centre

✔

✔

Museum in the
Park, Stroud

✔

Roman Baths
Museum, Bath
Abbey

Not adopted CIL - in development
/viability stage (2016)

Glastonbury
Abbey

✔

Blake Museum

✔

Somerset Heritage
Service

Not adopted CIL - in development
/viability stage (2016)
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Ceremonial
County

Authority (CIL
stage if not
adopted)

Council Type

Wiltshire

Swindon

Unitary
Authority

Wiltshire

Wiltshire

Unitary
Authority

Heritage /
Museum /
Archaeology
✔ -Delivery of
Swindon
Heritage
Strategy &
storage, display,
& conservation
of heritage
✔ - Wiltshire
Museum archaeological
storage &
Swindon and
Cricklade
Railway

Arts &
Culture

Libraries

Collecting
museums within
Authority area6

✔Theatre

✔

Swindon Museum

Chippenham
Museum, National
Trust Tisbury
Hub, Salisbury
Museum,
Trowbridge
Museum, Wiltshire
Museum

4.2. Spending CIL outside of the charging area
Charging Authorities may pass monies onto bodies outside of their area to deliver infrastructure
that will benefit the development of the area, for instance monies to the Environment Agency for
flood defence, or monies to County Councils for education infrastructure. Charging Authorities
may also pool their funds to support the delivery of infrastructure that benefits the wider the area.

4.3. Section 106
Planning obligations under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 are commonly
known as S106 agreements. They are a mechanism which are focused on site specific mitigation of
the impact of the development. The most common use of S106 obligations is to secure affordable
housing; specify housing type, and secure financial contributions to provide infrastructure or
affordable housing. S106 can also restrict the development or use of land in a specified way, require
specified activities on the land, require the land to be used in a specific manner, or require sums to
be paid to the Local Authorities on specific dates, or periodically7.
Whilst CIL is being adopted by eligible Local Authorities it has not completely replaced S106
obligations but has resulted in S106 obligations being more focused on site specific mitigation.
Charging Authorities cannot charge developers CIL and S106 for the same infrastructure in relation
to the same development.

4.4. Can CIL be used to fund archaeological archives?
CIL has the potential to become a funding stream for archaeological archives, and this is
demonstrated in Wiltshire as archaeological storage is contained within the Wiltshire Council
Regulation 123 List. As CIL is collected through a large number of Charging Authorities, and there
are competing infrastructure priorities, the potential funding benefit is likely to be small. Museums
should consider exploring how they can get involved in CIL consultations so that they are
considered for CIL monies.

7

https://www.local.gov.uk/pas/pas-topics/infrastructure/s106-obligations-overview
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If county, sub-regional, or regional archaeological archives were considered, or if it shown that
museum collecting areas cross Charging Authorities boundaries, there is scope for CIL to be pooled
to benefit wider area infrastructure. This may result in more monies, though the time and resources
needed to co-ordinate this would have to be taken into consideration.
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5. Conclusions
Following the desk research, telephone, email, and online consultations with DM Archaeologists and
archaeological contractors; and the workshop that took place in May 20178. This workshop brought
together DM Archaeologist, archaeological contractors, and museum staff to discuss in detail the
following issues relating to archaeological archives - Written Statements of Investigation, Storage,
Digital data and archives, Workflow, and Public engagement. The following conclusion have drawn
from a combination of the consultation outlined above and the workshop discussions. The following
conclusion informed the final project recommendations9.

5.1. Storage
A major challenge facing the archaeological process is the decline in available storage for physical
objects and records; and the continuing increase in the creation of digitally born data and the ability
of receiving museums to accept and care for these in the long term.
There are three major challenges that need to be addressed:
a) Long term, accessible, physical storage
b) Safe digital storage (and expertise)
c) Realistic costing of storage communicated to developers

5.1.1. Long term, accessible, physical storage
Increasing the size of physical storage space within existing museum buildings or organisations is
unlikely to be achievable; and would continue the piecemeal approach to the storage problem that
has been around for at least two decades.
The consultations with Development Management Archaeologists and archaeological contractors,
and at the workshop with the museums community, identified other storage options to be
considered - greater use of Remote Stores, regional or sub-regional archaeological archives, or
national (England) archives.
Remote Stores (i.e. Deep Store; Restore)
Pros
• Known entity
• Known costs
• Less risk of financial failure or liabilities of
financial failure
• Sector experience, for example
Cambridgeshire

8

9

Cons
•
•
•

Location: there are no remote stores in
the South West region
The archaeological archive is not held
within the region so it is disconnected
from locality and community
‘Out of sight, out of mind’ mentality may
result in a lack of use of the archive and
justifying retention difficult

Notes from the workshop are contained in appendix iii
https://seeingthelightofday.files.wordpress.com/2017/10/summary-report-seeing-the-light-of-day-2017-10-26.pdf
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Regional store
Pros
• Keeps collection in locality
• More accessible to local communities
• Easier access for museums so the
collection is utilised more regularly
• Opportunity to have exhibition/visitor
space attached (unlikely to be any threat
to existing museum offers as it would
have a different focus)
• Offer a greater scope of public
engagement opportunities, i.e. multi-site
thematic events, schools, and so forth
• Presents opportunities for alternative
funding – e.g. HLF, ACE, trusts and
foundations, Higher Education funding
streams
• Offers local/regional employment
opportunities

National Store
Pros
• Economies of scale make it the most cost
effective solution for a long term and
large scale solution to the archiving crisis.
• Provides a centralised location for crosscounty, cross-regional archaeological
archives resulting from large
infrastructure projects such as HS2
• Offers a greater scope of public
engagement opportunities, i.e. multi-site
thematic events, schools, and so forth
• Presents opportunities for alternative
funding – e.g. HLF, ACE, trusts and
foundations, Higher Education funding
streams
• Revenue from storage charges, fees,
engagement work, and research support
may be more stable at a national level
due to the size of the venture compared
to the operational costs.
• A centralised archive offers opportunities
for more connected research into
archaeological archives

Cons
•

•

•

•
•

Cons
•

•
•
•

•

Location - could be politically difficult to
achieve; there may be a need for subregional stores due to the size of the
region
It would need multi-organisational
funding arrangements – Local Authority,
museums, archaeological contractors,
and Development Archaeologists would
have to work on how it was
sustainability funded
There would need to be an identifiable
lead organisation managing the site; i.e. a
new purposefully created
organisation/trust, or a Special Purpose
Vehicle
Needs capital funding to be built
Untested

Location - could be politically difficult to
achieve; and the store would have to be
located at a place with well-connected
transport links to allow easy access.
Co-ordinating and gaining ‘political’ buy-in
for a national store may prove challenging
A sustainable funding model would have
to identified
National advocacy work with museums,
archaeological contractors, archaeological
sector bodies, and funders would have to
take place and is likely to be time
consuming. An organisation with suitable
national influence and resources would
need to lead a Special Purpose Vehicle to
make this solution feasible
Untested

Additionally, the amount of material currently being produced, and selected for retention is resulting
in the size of archaeology archives being a cause for concern. There is an issue on selection and
retention policies not being feasible, with archaeological contractors stating that many museums
policies are either too prescriptive or that they are developed in isolation from archaeological
expertise held by archaeological curators, or within archaeological contractors. Development
Management Archaeologists, archaeological contractors, and those responsible for the management
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of archaeological archives within museums, need to work together to develop broad selection and
retention policies, that meet the needs of the organisations, and the future needs of the sector,
researchers, and wider ‘body of’ archaeological knowledge at local, regional, and national level.
Development Management Archaeologists should ensure that any selection and retention policies
contained within WSIs are implemented.
Recommendations:
•
•
•

•
•

Until a national or regional approach is formulated, either unanimously, or by majority, the only
option apart from the status quo is the use of remote storage.
Explorations of the potential of a regional or national store need to commence within the next
12 months.
A regional, sub-regional, or national archaeological archive should be explored – with
consideration for funding from HLF and ACE; and an exploration in how this can be sustained in
the long term. This will require co-ordination between the development archaeologists,
archaeological contractors, and receiving museums. Identification of a lead for a special purpose
vehicle needs to be established to pursue this goal. This should be an organisation with suitable
influence and resources.
A project board needs to be established that has the authority to seek funding for a regional
store.
Selection and retention policies should be developed and approved by all the stakeholders in
the process.

5.1.2.

Digital

Whilst some museums may consider that they are capable of archiving archaeological digital data at
present, in reality they are not; and the storage of digital archaeological archives on inappropriate
storage formats or in inappropriate conditions is resulting in a real threat to the long-term
preservation and access to digital archives. This is as a result of the rapid developments in digital
technologies, the lack of digital skills within the museum sector, and a decrease in the
resources/funding within the museum sector. It is unlikely to be resolved on a regional/local level; in
addition to the increasing amounts of digitally born content, there is a significant build-up of legacy
data in a variety of formats across the sector (and wider cultural heritage sector).
Recommendations:
•
•

Deposition of the digital archive with ADS should be a requirement within Written Schemes of
Investigation
The cost of such deposition should not be considered a barrier as the archive is an integral part
of the archaeological process; and as such archaeological contractors, and those tendering for
work, need to communicate the real costs to developers.

5.1.3. Realistic costing of storage communicated to developers
Long term storage costs are not realistically formulated by many museums, and ultimately this will
have a significant negative impact on them. Within the Seeing the Light of Day project, Kate Fernie,
has researched archaeological archives within museums and has produced a report with
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recommendations. Similar issues were identified in the consultation with the Development
Management Archaeologists and archaeological contractors.
There was a recognition that the costs for storage produced by museums were in some cases
unrealistic, out of date, or not formulated in a robust manner (i.e. forward planning for inflation).
Archaeological contractors highlighted that when some museums had reviewed their charging rates,
they applied the new higher rate to all the archives awaiting deposition. This resulted in potential
extra unaccounted costs being borne by contractor as they had quoted to the developers the older
archival costs. This resulted in a significant additional charge to archaeological contractors that could
not be recharged to developers as the rate had already been set at the point when the WSI was
agreed. It is not feasible for archaeological contractors to absorb additional costs to archival deposit
if the fee has already been agreed based on older rates.
There was sometimes a lack of understanding within some of the staff in archaeological contractors
of the cost of archives; with negotiations and business pitching being conducted by staff who may not
have first-hand experience of the process and costs involved; resulting in under-budgeting of the
costs to developers.
Recommendations:
•
•

•

•

•

Museums need to establish realistic costing formulas that project at least 25 years into the
future.
Museums and archaeological contractors should agree a fixed box cost or formula at the
beginning of a project; that is the contract price and should not be increased by the museums
once set.
That staff within archaeological contractors responsible for negotiating, and managing relations,
with developers need to aware of the process, actual, and potential costs of archaeological
archives before setting budgets.
Funding for archaeological archives ultimately comes from the developer – there may be
opportunities to explore whether a percentage levy per site (with weighted conditions) maybe
a more equitable funding method. Consultation with developers would have to take place
before this was considered, and the legal implications, if any explored.
If alternative storage facilities, such as a national or regional store, are developed, there may be
potential for alternative revenue streams to be opened up; e.g. engagement activities, education
activities, Higher Education funding, and so forth. It would be expected that any such potential
revenue streams would be identified in feasibility studies.

5.2. Communication
The workshop in May 2017 identified an apparent lack of effective communication between
Development Management Archaeologists, archaeological contractors, and museums. Whilst there
are connections, either directly or in-directly, between all these stakeholders, there is no effective
channel that gets them together to discuss and explore practical solutions to the crisis being facing in
archaeological archives.
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The diagram below indicates the typical archaeological process from planning through to deposition
of the archaeological archive and communication lines between the stakeholders.

DM Archs

Contractors

Developers

Museums

Fig 1: current
lines of
communication

Communities

As highlighted in the diagram, there is little, if any, communication between the Development
Archaeologists, who advise on the planning stages and approve the Written Schemes of Investigation
submitted by archaeological contractors, and the museums, who will hold the archaeological archive.
A result of this there is a disconnection between key elements in the process.
The Development Archaeologists do not have the relationships with the museums to know if
deposition is feasible and has been implemented, yet they approve the Written Schemes of
Investigation.
A greater understanding of the challenges being faced by all organisations – DM Archaeologists,
archaeological contractors, and collecting museums – is needed, so that in the future all stakeholders
involved in the process are aware of any issues facing the organisations involved in the creation and
deposition of archaeological archives, and can take early steps to address these.
Recommendations:
•

There needs to considerable improvement in communications between all stakeholders;
existing communication models are not working. A regional and strategic approach to
communications between Development Management Archaeologists, archaeological
contractors, and museums needs to be established. It would be most effective to use existing
structures to do this. A forum/project board – between the regional SMA representatives,
Development Management Archaeologists, and archaeological contractors – should be
established. Initially this could be established through the existing Development Management
Archaeologists’ regional group, or through the South West Museum Development Programme.
This group will allow all parties to share the current challenges faced by them, and to identify
effective solutions across the region.
Any convened group must have clear terms of reference – eg future storage, regional
Written Schemes of Investigation standards, research framework, horizon scanning policy,
funding opportunities, and technologies that will impact on the archaeological archive.

•

Key people should liaise earlier in the process – i.e. Development Management
Archaeologists, archivists and project managers within archaeological contractors, museum staff
responsible for the acceptance, management, and cost setting of archaeological archives. If a
more collective approach can be developed by all stakeholders it is likely that future challenges,
storage, and deposition problems can be addressed or mitigated against more effectively. It
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would also provide greater opportunities for a more co-ordinated approach to community
engagement with archaeology throughout the process.
Fig 2. Improved communication diagram:
Forum/Board

DM Archs

Contractors

Developers

Museums

Communities

5.3. Standard briefs/guidance
There is no consistency on the deployment of standard briefs or guidance. Some Development
Management Archaeologists highlighted the need for regional/local/site specific flexibility; but there is
an opportunity for the production of standard guidance in regard to archaeological archives to
ensure that there is consistency of approach to the deposition of archives across the region.
Recommendations:
•

•

Standard guidance on the deposition of physical and digital archaeological archives should be
produced. Whilst there is a need for some flexibility for local/regional variation the
following should be included:
o Identification of the receiving museum
o A requirement for the contractor for an accession number or reference number
from the collecting museum for the archaeological archive, or in absence of this to
state the reasons why this is not possible
o ADS nominated as the repository of the digital archive
Written Schemes of Investigation not containing the above should not be accepted

5.4. Receiving museums in Written Schemes of Investigation
The wording of Written Schemes of Investigation is often too vague and does not specifically
indicate a preferred, or secondary, receiving museum. It would benefit the process if receiving
museums were contacted at the beginning of the process so they can plan and realistically cost in
future archaeological archive depositions.
Recommendations:
•
•

Development Management Archaeologists should require archaeological contractors to specify
receiving museums within the Written Schemes of Investigation before approving them.
Archaeological contractors should liaise with receiving museums at the development of Written
Schemes of Investigation
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Improved communication is key to the success of this recommendation; there is an onus on the
museums to be willing to generate accession or reference numbers before the archaeological works
have commenced or at as early a stage that is feasible, e.g. at post-excavation (some at present are
unwilling to do so).

5.5. Monitoring of Written Schemes of Investigation
Development Management Archaeologists have a responsibility to sign off planning conditions as
outlined in the Written Schemes of Investigation. The project identified there was too little
opportunity for effective monitoring of conditions as laid out in the Written Schemes of
Investigation because of the pressure or workload on DM Archaeologists.
Recommendation:
•

There is considerable pressure on Local Authority resources and capacity but without effective
monitoring of conditions it likely that developers will not fulfil all of their obligations. We
recommend that, where possible, effective monitoring of Written Schemes of Investigation
takes place, especially in relation to their archival conditions.

5.6. Transfer of Title
Transfer of Title, and the length it takes to secure this, was highlighted a barrier to the efficient
deposition of the archaeological archive. Research currently being conducted by Haggai Mor at the
UCL Institute of Archaeology is questioning whether the current interpretation, and application, of
Transfer of Title is correct. The research indicates that there may be opportunities for Transfer of
Title to be completed more quickly, and/or that the current process could be more streamlined to
work more effectively. Until that work is tested in law a suitable alternative should be proposed.
Seeing the Light of Day is liaising with Haggai Mor to explore this further.
Recommendations:
•

The Seeing the Light of Day project should explore whether it is possible to produce some
form of ‘intention’ to Transfer of Title at the start of archaeological works; this would ensure
that developers are aware of this issue, but that is addressed at early. It would also mitigate the
risk of non-deposition of archaeological archive as a result of the of developers ceasing to exist
(e.g. through bankruptcy or ceasing to trade).
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Appendix I – DM Archaeologists Consultation Questions
1. Person details: name, role, organisation, email, phone

Briefs and digital archives
2. What is your opinion on the use of standard briefs within the South West region and whether
there are standards in common with neighbouring regions/authorities? please consider whether
this would this feasibly and sympathetic local concerns? To what extent do you think DM
Archaeologists would be willing to standardise their briefs/specifications to ensure inter
county/regional continuity?
3. Do you think DM Archaeologists would be willing to standardise their briefs/specifications to
ensure inter county/regional continuity?
4. o what extend is the deposit of archaeological archives (physical and digital) are covered in any
briefs, conversations, or discussions with contractors before the submission of WSI's?
5.

Since much of the data generated is now born-digital and the amount is likely to increase in the
future, digital archiving should be used wherever appropriate. This could be driven by
briefs/specs requiring this work for developer funded archaeological works. Do you think DM
Archaeologists are willing to require this to be undertaken?

6. Is there is any monitoring of any conditions relating to the deposit of archaeological archives
(physical and digital)? The WSI is the crucial document since this sets out the programme of
works to be undertaken, including archiving, that can be enforced by the LPA, rather than the
wording of the condition. Are there any particular worded conditions that are being used, or
are available, that might be more useful than the standard worded archaeological condition as
set out in Circular 11/95?

Current state of archaeological archiving and monitoring
7. What is your knowledge of the status of archaeological archiving in the region/area? For
instance archaeological archives held by contractors, issues relating to the deposit of archives
with museums, whether any challenges faced in depositing archaeological archives may affect
current or future developments, and so forth.
8. To what extent is OASIS/ADS used in your region/area for reporting?
9. How effective are the relationships between the DM archaeologists, archaeological contractors,
and developers?
10. Thinking about the process of development from DM archaeologists, archaeological
contractors, to museums; with the archaeological contractor, as the depositor of the archives,
and their liaison with the museums. How far do you as DM Archaeologists ensure that WSI is
implemented with regard to archiving?

Museums and archaeological archives
11. If a museum has not accepted archives, where is this material being stored and what is the
solution to this?
12. Do you have experience of the use of remote stores, or alternatives, where museums have
been unable to accept archives
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13. In association with digital archiving, museums may need to alter their retention policies to
reduce the amount of material to that goes to museum stores. This may require additional
specialist assessment/analysis of assemblages prior to disposal in mitigation for this loss of
material. This would mean that DM Archaeologists would need to liaise with Museums to
reflect collection and assessment/analysis requirements of assemblage from archaeological
works. Is this feasible and/or what resources/guidance would be needed to achieve this?
14. Do you work for an organisation that would be willing to take title of artefactual material where a museum is unable or unwell to accept - to be stored in a remote store?
15. Thinking about ways to engage the public with archaeological archives and the receiving
museums, and bringing together archaeological contractors and museum public engagement
activities - are there opportunities for public engagement activities – such as community group
site visits, talks; temporary museum exhibitions, lectures, and activities, and so forth – to be
included within WSI’s?

Funding for archaeological archives
16. Thinking about funding models for archaeological archives, it is likely that funding from DM
work consists of one-off payments for the archive from that particular developments. We
believe that what is needed is a model that makes the funding of archives more sustainable in
longer term. What are the local concerns in regard to the funding of archaeological archives?
and what can be done at DM level to make funding archaeological archives more sustainable in
the long term? You may want to consider the type of material archived, and the length of the
archiving period - whether in perpetuity for all/some artefacts/records, or alternative methods,
timeframes, and models for different parts of the archive.
17. Have you had any success with CIL or planning agreements to fund long-term storage of any
archive?
18. Do you have any bespoke solutions or ideas for the archiving issue they want to share?
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Appendix II – Archaeological Contractors’ Consultation Questions
1. Person details – name, role, organisation, email, phone number
2. What size is your organisation?
Micro (5 staff or under)

Medium (16 – 30 staff)

Small (6 to 15 staff)

Large (30 or more staff)

3. Which areas of the South East region do you work in?
Across the whole region

Dorset

Bristol

Gloucestershire

Cornwall

Somerset

Devon

Wiltshire

4. Do you hold archaeological archives waiting for deposition at a receiving museum?
Yes

No

5. What is the level/volume of these archives? (approximately in steps of 0.25 cubic metres)
6. Does the storage of these archaeological archives present any risk/negative impact on your
business?
Yes - in the short term (2 years)

No

Yes – in medium term (3 – 5 years)

Unsure

Yes – in the long term (5 years >)
7. How is the storage of these archaeological archives funded, and does it realistically cover actual
and future costs?
8. Do you experience any problems in the process from planning application to deposition at a
museum?
9. What are the main barriers you experience to deposition? For example, inability/refusal of
museums to accept the archive, non-payment of post-ex work, processing backlogs.
10. Do you hold digital archives?
Yes

No

If yes what is the nature of this digital data

11. Are there any problems you have experienced in depositing digital data?
12. Are you completing OASIS forms for your archaeological archives?
Yes

No

Unsure

13. Have you deposited either grey literature reports or digital datasets with the ADS, or any other
institutions? Tell us where.
14. Do you provide, or have you considered, enabling public access to archaeological archives that
you hold?
15. Has your organisation used archaeological archives as part of any public engagement activities,
eg lectures, site visits, outreach, and so forth? Thinking about public engagement activities, do
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you think there are opportunities for you work more closely with DM Archaeologists or
receiving museums?
16. Which museums has your organisation experience of depositing archives with? and what was
the experience like?
17. Have you liaised with receiving museums in regard to developing and implementing
retention/collection policies, and additional analysis of material that may be discarded? if so,
please tell us how.
18. Have you deposited any archives with any other institutions? e.g. Historic England, DeepStore,
university museums, and so forth
19. Are you holding archives? which areas these are from and/or which museums they’re destined
for?
20. Thinking about longer term solutions for the storage of archaeological archives, do you have
any ideas on how they can be stored, and what is financially viable? For instance, developer
funded, community infrastructure levy, Section 106 funding, off-site independent storage, etc
21. Do you have any other comments?
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Appendix III – Notes from the Seeing the Light of Day workshop, May
12th 2017, Bristol
Based on written notes and flipcharts. Paddy McNulty (PMcN), Kate Fernie (KF), and David Dawson
(DD) took notes from tables and during the wider group discussions. These notes are presented
below and have not been edited, altered, or interpreted in this appendix.
The notes from the day informed the project reports, conclusions, and recommendations.
Written Statement of Investigation (WSI)
PMcN
Percentage cost
• A standard levy/percentage cost of the site would have to take in consideration knowledge
of site/potential. The location of the archives will affect the cost of the archive
• External funding could be used for outreach
• Digital costs are very variable >> cost based on contractor methodologies / museum
capacities>> digital born data can be expensive to archive ear marked reserve for archive
and engagement
• Contractors should be more realistic about costs, especially archiving and digital archiving
People
• Project Officers within the contractors are key people to engaged at this stage; they will
have ‘on the ground’ understanding
• Archive officers within contractors (or those responsible for the archive) need to be
involved
• Getting the right people is key – sometimes the business planning/procurement in
contractors do not know/appreciate cost or challenges faced in archiving
Transfer of Title
• Museum’s bound by Spectrum standards relating to ownership
• Great if could sorted out earlier for all involved
• The museums need an audit trail for Transfer of Title
• Early Transfer of Title could create problems – selection of artefacts; artefacts discovered
more important/valuable than expected before Transfer of Title
• Is a standard Transfer of Title possible – with conditions so landowner is happy
Receiving museum
• The wording of many WSI’s is too vague, need to mention specific museum/s. Could WSI’s
indicate a specific or preferred receiving museum
Public Engagement
• Can it be in the WSI?
• It doesn’t have to ‘on-site’
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Museums are good at this
It should really be requirement at the start
It would require funding allocated to it at the start to enable this (contractors)
Possible revenue for museums
Hard to ‘quote’ for – depends on location, level of engagement, opportunities, and
organisations involved
There need to education across sector (eg DM Archs and contractors(developer)) on what
funding streams are available for public engagement

KF
•
•

•

•

•

•

Standard conditions governing archive deposition – how feasible is this in the context of
diminishing resources?
Monitoring the process – how?
o Regular alerts for museums and contractors
o Time limits considered easier to police; also a stimulus
o Enforcement of conditions (to deposit archives) is rare
Enforcing standards
o Is there a disconnect between the Physical and Digital material in terms of
archivability?
Need to tighten up the terminology:
o Small projects / Negative sites need to be defined – what’s meant by “little or no
archaeology”.
o Devon specifies that a 2-3 page HER report (without any preambles) is such a site.
Guidance
o National guidance from CiFA? To provide an over-arching framework
o Regional guidance for the SW? To provide more detail
o Museum collecting policies – selection of material, lines of communication
Communication!

DD
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Managers on job cut costs as cost over-runs happen on site -> archiving suffers. Needed to
get costs standardised
Cornwall – WSI must specify archiving
Would a standard % of overall price for project allocated to archiving actually be
enforceable? This is interfering in business model of the contactors
Museum of London (Francis Grew) have experience of contractors not depositing as they
can’t meet standards (implication that they have spent all the budget before archiving
completed)
Need for monitoring to ensure standards are met and deposit actually takes place
Gloucestershire – able to monitor because communication is better and the system now
seems to work
Archiving costs are equal across contractors
Cornwall – draft report must include accession number and location of storage
‘easy to get an accession number’ – not the same as confirmation of acceptance of archive
by museum and box grant is paid
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Transfer of title needs to take place at earlier stage – Gloucs is signed by landowner at PX
stage and by museum on acceptance / deposit
Archives can and should be refused
What ‘come back’ is there is deposit doesn’t happen – answer is that there is none. No
‘black list’ of contractors and only some are CIFA members
Standard % - downside is that box grant concentrates mind on reducing volume
Sussex – are using CIL with a % based on number of houses
Gloucestershire – want museums to be empowered to take their own decisions on charging
(!!??!!) This puts museums at the table – but would welcome guidance on how to set a
charge
Expect WSI to say how deposition will take place – and see confirmation that a ‘deal’ has
been struck between contractor and museum
DD note – can we create a spreadsheet cost model as AIM economic impact?

Storage
PMcN
Selection and retention
• Needs to be in context of site/importance/region/locality
• People/organisations have been trying to address – eg Sussex Museums, Wessex, Oxford –
use existing work as inspiration, do not replicate
• The HE/SMA are trying to address this issue in their retention project
• There needs to one portal for guidance/standard – too dispersed at present
• Rationalisation requires resource and expertise
• Rationalisation can’t take place in isolation
• Issues if ownership not known/agreed/identified (orphan archives)
• Cost – Investment to save in long run – (don’t cut cost to suit present needs)
• Statement of significance/potential >> Help museum to use archives >> what parameters do
we use to define it? >> A matrix to determine significance?
• Multiple sites > are there opportunities for synthesis?
• Align to the region research frameworks (i.e. SWARF)
Access
• How do we/there is need to, publicise the archive
• Need to flag up displayable material
Regional/national opportunities
• Would a national/regional archive be the place of last resort
• There could be difficulties as Local Authorities have no obligation to fund archaeological
archives
• Could a ‘special purpose vehicle’ be set up for the purpose/funding
• Regional centre would need to have engagement/visitor expertise as well as archaeological
expertise (visitor/education centres attached)
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KF
•

•

•
•

Rationalisation – the main thrust of the group discussion was rationalising collections in
order to increase their accessibility and also to address the storage situation. But there
were concerns
o Shouldn’t take place in isolation – importance of considering the significance of
material in context. Don’t throw too much stuff away!
o Ownership of material can affect the ability to rationalise collections. There are
orphan archives (where ownership is no longer known).
o Over the cost – investment to save
Significance – better understanding of the significance of material will help museums to reuse the archives.
o Research framework – SWARF informs context and should be aligned with
collecting policy
o Synthesis – multiple small sites can have potential for synthesis and greater
significance than when considered alone
o Is there a matrix to determine significance?
Access – publicising the archives and flagging up “displayable material”
Regional storage solutions were touched on but not discussed in depth

DD
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Needs more money and lots of building!
Scale makes practical sense
No consistency about the museums that are / are not collecting – and whether the NPPF
test can be met. National approach can fix a problem where it exists.
May be political / organisational issues (eg Cornwall not wanting material to leave the
County). Result will be local solution or an acceptable national one (ie a store in the
Midlands would be more acceptable than one in Devon)
A national solution could be opt in / opt out depending on local circumstances
Nb – with commercial solutions boxes can be delivered in 24 hours
Negative archives – is there any point in an empty box as required by some museums?
Price of national / local services needs to be comparable. Do we want to see competition?
Are collecting areas ‘legal’ in terms of open competition?
Cash from developers would need to go to national service
Show of hands – what is the best ‘fix’?
o National – nearly whole group agreed
o Regional / sub-regional – a few hands went down
o Local – only one
How do we make it work?
o Needs project champion (high profile individual) and organisation champion
o Engagement / support of museums
o Agreement that there should be no cherry-picking of archives (ie – local museum
takes nice shiny things and the cash leaving CBM and no cash for national store)
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Digital
PMcN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The Born Digital project is trying to address standards and skills issues – an issue is the
timeframe and that it is Historic England dependent
Standards will help clarify issues of cost/retention – there is lack of knowledge/expertise
The Herald project (new OASIS) is trying to address digital archive issues and it is hoped
that this will be completed/ready by 2019.
Difficult as material itself can be important
Before PPG16 quality was very variable
Selection before digitisation - but the selection itself can be controversial. What to
keep/collect, who makes decision, resources/expertise
Some believe that the primary files are the archive and shouldn’t be ‘selected’ – but what of
bracketing shots, duplicates, etc
The digital archive can be artefact in its own right
Skills/knowledge gaps in museums are causing problems >> how readable is the digital data?
Are museums able/ready for digital archives – best to go to ADS, local/regional repository
do not have the expertise
Organisation unaware of long term implications of preservation when creating digital born
material
Museum>>ADS – more links
Paper verses Digital – digitisation is a good idea but not a priority for museums (paper is
safe, but not accessible)

KF
•
•

•

•

•

Are the specifications adequate currently? No, but
o There is a lack of knowledge/expertise amongst DM archaeologists and museums
ADS provides the only recognised digital repository
o TNA and County Record Offices are taking in digital archives but primarily text and
image, they lack the expertise of ADS in archaeological datasets
o Museums don’t have the expertise
o But the cost of depositing digital data with ADS is an issue. The costs are much
higher than depositing a box of paper archives.
Contractors are taking up new digital survey and recording techniques (incl. context sheets)
but
o There is a disconnect between field practice (use of new electronic recording
equipment) and the end products (both archival and for public access)
o There is a lack of awareness of the long-term implications of preservation
o Specific issues for techniques such as photogrammetry and LIDAR were touched on.
We discussed whether museums are capable of managing, receiving and using digital data.
The group concluded that the best solution was to deposit with ADS and then to make links
with the museum.
Digitisation of paper archives was felt to be a good idea, but not a priority for museums.
o Paper is “safe” (stable)
o Digital is more accessible.
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DD
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

DD asked if ADS should ‘just do it’. On a show of hands – all agreed with one ‘not sure’.
Who develops best practice?
o Duncan – HE funded project about to be launched to develop best practice
guidelines to support existing standards
o Geophysics contractors say current guidelines aren’t practical – Duncan – this is
part of review (think this was retaining of intermittent versions)
ADS is accessible
May appear to be cheaper to not use ADS but ‘depositing CDs in museums’ merely passes
the cost onto the museums
Guidelines and ADS as standard practice needs sign-up from across the sector
Who encourages adoption?
o ‘agreed County guidelines’
o AAF – HE/CIFA/ALGAO/SMA
Potential for OASIS to be extended?
o Yes – under way as HERALD
o PR campaign needed pre-launch – museums know nothing of OASIS, let alone
HERALD
Would digitising existing paper / photos help?
o Generally a small part of the problem
o Is there any value in a PDF? May be if paper turned into a useful database
o Being explored in HE-funded rationalisation projects
o 35mm slides a real issue – had been thought to be ‘permanent’ – now yellowing
rapidly. Selection and indexing / metadata creation essential part of the process
Would be good to have a microsite for each intervention – pulling together all resources

Workflow
PMcN
Communication
• Communication is an issue – need to be addresses
• Herald/new OASIS will (hopefully) enable better communication between stakeholders
• Some issues are due to governance/management of organisations (museums - LA, Indie;
contractors; Local Authorities)
• Can a more levelled approach be provided – minimum or simplified workflow/process
• Skills/expertise shortage exacerbates the problems – leading to inadequate/incorrect form
filling
• Issues – number of organisations involved and resources
• Part of the problem is the system: communicating between public sector >> contractor >>
public benefit org (museums) :: different orgs, systems, constraints
Making it happen
• Needs to more face to face cross sector meetings/opportunities
• Who monitors the workflow/process!
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•
•

Is Transfer of Title really a block? Look at legal status
Lack of control leverage in system – consultants!

Sharing
• Use existing networks to share/collaborate/communicate – SW Museum Curators Group,
SE DM Archaeologists group; other groups of experts?
KF
•

•

•

Communication
o General agreement that communication throughout the process improves efficiency
o The numbers of organisations involved increase the difficulties in maintaining comms
o Resources – lack of time, lack of people affect the ability to share information
especially when time is scare
Transfer of Title (ToT)
o In general all agreed that it would be good to complete ToT earlier.
o The legal implications of transferring title at the WSI stage were discussed. Would
landowners agree to fund work, post-processing and conservation to material if title
had already been transferred to the public domain?
§ The work by Haggai Mor (UCL PhD student) on legal issues was mentioned.
§ The concept of ownership of buried archaeological remains was discussed –
it was mentioned that material recovered from excavations in Scotland is
not owned by the landowner.
o Different approaches to the amount of information about the material provided in
the transfer of title documents emerged. Some contractors provide fairly brief
summaries, others more detailed lists. It isn’t possible to provide a detailed list until
after work has been completed.
o In general the feeling seemed to be that at the earliest point at which ToT can be
discussed is after completion of the field-work and before post processing starts.
o Consultants – ToT can be more difficult if the archaeological units needs to go
through a consultant (like CGMS) in order to contact the landowner
o There’s a lack of leverage 2-5 years down the line after planning permission has been
granted
Money
o This discussion centred on money coming in to enable the public sector to deliver
public benefit.

DD
•
•
•
•
•

Some good practice – room for improvement
[In one area, the DM archaeologist is specifically not allowed to be in contact with museum
– as the responsibility for communication has now moved elsewhere
Vocabulary – museums are ‘notified’ – not a mechanism for communication / local contact
Museums may only know of an excavation when they see it in the local paper
How?
o Agreed workflow – involvement of museums in WSI
o Proper relationship with DM archaeologist
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Need for consistent practice
§ When accession numbers are allocated, relationship of acc no and site code,
§ How and when transfer of title takes place
§ Collections Trust – SPECTRUM 5 said to have removed ‘pre-entry’
o Transfer of Title – Gloucester – at PX stage signed by landowner, museum at
acceptance
§ Will landowners agree to ToT at early stage? BUT responsibility of DM
archaeologist to make sure that NPPF test of publicly accessible archive is
met
Opportunities to share?
o Yes! Good practice
o Who stamps good practice? AAF + members
o [brief discussion of community archaeology projects and deposition]
o Specialists – gaps in expertise opening up as specialists retire …
[NOTE] – need clickable map of ‘locations’ – now cant remember if that is archives held at a
museum or (more likely) interventions to museum location!
o

•

•

Public Engagement
PMcN
Research potential
• There is need to make this more explicit
• State what the museum has
• Advertise it to researchers
• Be clear on its research potential
• Museum offer needs to be clearer
o What’s in the collection/archive
o What expertise there is in the people in the museum
o What support is available
o How the collection/archive can be accessed
o Have research topics
o A better offer, better managed
• Tying it into regional Research Frameworks (new one for the SW being debated at present)
•
•

What can be down about grey collection – how can PE be addressed
There is need for the units and museums to work more closely together – co-ordinate and
collaborate

Digital accessibility
• Skills in the sectors an issue here
• Smaller museums may not have the skills/resources to support accessing digital
archaeological archive
Communities
• Small scale/space intermediate exhibitions could be held in local museums/venues
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•
•
•

Communities should be engaged at the excavation stage
Communities are good gathering funding for community digs, engagement activities – utilise
this!
Site open days – some sites more appropriate – but those that are there is potential for
more museum/contractor joint events

Responsibility
• Line of communication need to open
• Shared responsibility
KF/DD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research for a purpose
Exeter – collections review assessing research potential (Esmee Fairburn funded) with
highlights on website. Has led to an AHRC-funded research project involving 6 universities
Wiltshire Museum – positive experience of getting collections online and Research Charter
– making life of researchers easier by being upfront
OAU – list sites in post-excavation – highlights research potential while being worked on
Active engagement needed in Research Agendas
o Highlighting potential in archives
Grey literature / grey collections (ie OASIS record linking to museum)
Streamline data from contractors
o Data conversion from contractors into museum collections management systems
o Only 1 museum doing this (no contractors mentioned that they knew that this was
happening)
o Skills / resource issue (this actually very short-sighted view. DD spent 2 – 3 hours
converting data to load records about 50+ sites. Compare to staff time of creating
and typing collections management records). Any possibility / point in a ‘standard
CSV / XML export?

Slaughtering Sacred Cows
PMcN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is too much being archival material being produced?
‘conditioned’ – too many watching briefs with little or no significance
[opposing view] but overall knowledge of the area is enhanced by WBs, even if they have no
or negative results
We all need to think about the methodologies that have been used across the sectors since
PPG16 – are these the right ones? Has the question even been tackled at all?
Is the question of a lack of space really the right question? Why and What is important…but
a lack of space is not a reason why future excavation/investigation should be halted
We shouldn’t be storing too much if people had robust selection and retention policies, and
followed them!
Museum aren’t intentionally hiding stuff (if they are at all) – but there is lack of resources to
promote archaeological archives held in museums (need some online presence), which leads
to the lack of use/knowledge (vicious circle)
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•

Routes/methods of promoting museum archaeological archives are needed.
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